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Sub.: Request to provide mini buses / Jeeps in "Ring Route" from
Green Heights to Bandra and Kurla Station to 11 high for
the employees.
Respected Sir,
We have received a request from our employees working in Green
Heights and 11 high for plying a bus through the route of Green
Heights, 11 high and Bandra station (east), as well as Green Heights to
Kurla station. The said request aptly justifies itself as our three assets
offices have been transferred to Green Heights along with office of NSE.
As this area is newly developed neither frequent bus service nor
rickshaws are available for transportation. The only remedy on this is
to start ring route bus service to these locations by ONGC.
It is understood that file to provide bus/Jeep
transport
department
for seeking approval,
exploring to utilize the bus services, which are
Nhava, and Panvel this could be a move towards

'services' is moved by
but management is
plying between Uran,
economization.

Sir, let me bring to your notice that these buses are started early in the
morning to cater the service to ONGC employees to and fro in three
shifts. In addition to this their services are utilized at 11 high and
Green Heights to transport our employees to Bandra station (east) and
Sion station, hence the bus drivers of mini buses are already
overloaded; in addition service for ring route will have serious
repercussion and could meet with fatal accident.
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We request your esteemed authority to kindly look into the matter and
decision may please be taken at the earliest to start bus service as
employees are facing lot of problem in the evening to reach Bandra,
Sion and Kurla station and essentially they should not be clubbed with
shift buses.

ole
(Pradeep
ayekar)
General Secretary
Copy to :
1. rbGM lie, HR/ER, Ra, oxoc, wau, Gr. Height, Bandra (E), Mum: 51.
2. DGM lie, Transport, once, wau, Gr. Height, Bandra (E), Mum: 51.
3. eM lie, lR, once, wau, Gr. Building, Bandra (E), Mum: 51.
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